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Abstract—Recently, the methods of Simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping (SLAM) have received great interest in the
field of Augmented Reality. Accurate tracking in unknown
and new environments promises to reduce the initial costs
of building AR systems which often require extensive and
accurate models of the environments, interaction objects and
virtual annotations. However, it is still an open question how
interesting and useful annotations can be created, attached and
stored for unknown and arbitrary locations. In this paper, we
discuss possible uses of SLAM in the different components of
typical AR systems to provide meaningful applications and go
beyond current limitations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality systems deal with two fundamental
technical challenges. In order to provide accurate registration
of augmented visuals over the real world, two items of
information must be known: The current view of the real
world that needs to be augmented; and the virtual object
geometry and its accurate registration with the real world.
The former problem is usually referred to as the tracking
problem [1] and can be approached in many different ways.
Current work focuses on using cameras built into the AR
systems to provide self-contained systems that provide fast
and accurate pose estimation.

The later problem is often referred to as the authoring
problem. Both tracking and advanced visualization in aug-
mented reality require a good understanding of both the
virtual and real parts of a scene. To avoid visual artifacts due
to color, texture and saliency of the video background, good
knowledge about the scene is necessary to help choosing a
good visualization technique. If a sufficiently accurate 3D
model of the real scene is available, correct occlusions,
impostors for explosion views and visual effects for X-
ray visualization can be rendered. Furthermore, interaction
with the environment requires models for ray-picking or
constrained interaction, such as snapping to object surfaces.
Usually, models of the environment and the virtual annota-
tions are prepared in advanced and only used passively at
runtime.

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has re-
ceived much attention in the Augmented reality community
in the last years. SLAM refers to a set of methods to solve

the pose estimation and 3D reconstruction problem simulta-
neously while a system is moving through the environment.
Initial work by Davison et al. [2], [3] demonstrated that a
system using a single camera is able to build a 3D model
of it’s environment while also tracking the camera pose.
Their system provided accurate and fast visual tracking of a
handheld or wearable camera in an unknown environment.
Rapid development culminated in the work of Klein and
Murray [4] which demonstrated superior robustness and the
ability to create models with thousands of 3D points.

However, these systems demonstrate an underlying prob-
lem with SLAM methods in AR. In an unknown environ-
ment, AR applications do not have the necessary infor-
mation about what virtual objects and overlays to display.
No framework of reference can be established and thus
only toy applications are possible. Therefore, the possible
integrations of SLAM systems into AR systems need to
be carefully considered. In this paper we discuss some of
the combinations we have investigated, and consider future
research challenges.

With the prospect of user generated AR content in net-
worked, social environments, the extension to unknown
environments become even more important. A ubiquitous
virtual reality (U-VR) should work in places that have not
been mapped and modeled. Thus, SLAM can provide a way
for end users to create the models required for both tracking
and annotations on the fly. This can lead to continuous
participation of users as described in CAMAR 2.0 [5] and
provide a solution to the authoring problem.

II. LOCALIZATION & TRACKING

While SLAM provides an inherent tracking solution, it
does not provide any reference to a known, global location.
Therefore information that is referenced to such a real
location, for example through a GPS position, cannot easily
be rendered in a purely SLAM-based system. We have
developed a panoramic mapping and tracking approach that
is integrated with other sensors to provide global registration.

A. Panoramic Mapping

Our system is based on a simultaneous mapping and
tracking approach, operating on cylindrical panoramic im-
ages. The algorithm is conceptually comparable to SLAM,
however we do not create a 3D map of the environment, but



Figure 1. The panorama mapping in operation. (Left) a video frame and the location in the created panorama. (Right) Keypoints points used in the
tracking algorithm.

limit the map to a 2D panorama. This simplification works
well for users who are standing still while turning the phone.
Our method creates a cylindrical map of the environment
on the fly and simultaneously uses this map for tracking
the camera orientation. Our approach requires 15ms per
frame on a smartphone and allows for applications running
at interactive frame rates (30Hz). A detailed description of
the approach is given in [6].

The panoramic mapping method assumes that the camera
undergoes only rotational motion. Under this constraint,
there are no parallax effects and the environment can be
mapped onto a closed 2D surface. The individual video
frames are mapped to a cylindrical surface to create the
panorama map. Interest points are detected in the map
and used in active search in the following video frames
to estimate the camera rotation (see Figure 1). Although
a perfect rotation-only motion is unlikely for a handheld
camera, our method can tolerate enough error for casual
operation. Especially outdoors, where distances are usually
large compared to the translational movements of the mobile
phone, mapping errors tend to be negligible.

B. Sensor fusion

Using just the panorama tracker in a handheld device
provides only relative orientation. For many outdoor ap-
plications, geo-referenced data is available and an absolute
position and orientation is necessary to accurately register
the annotations. A magnetic compass can provide the di-
rection to magnetic north and is therefore used in most
outdoor AR setups. However, magnetometers suffer from
noise, jittering and temporal magnetic influences, often
leading to deviations of 10s of degrees in the orientation
measurement. Through combination with the relative, but
accurate orientation tracking from panoramas, a global and
accurate orientation can be estimated [7].

The integration of the magnetic compass with the visual
tracker uses a state machine. Initially the panorama tracker
is started with the orientation from the compass. If the
compass starts to drift due to an external magnetic field, the
relative rotation between the two sensors changes and only
the vision tracker is used. Conversely if the vision tracker
fails - such as under fast motion and blurry images - only the

magnetic compass is trusted (see Figure 2). Together both
components complement each other and provide improved
overall performance.

C. Place recognition

The panoramas created in the mapping and tracking
approach can also be used to recognize locations of anno-
tations. Two distinct methods are possible. Firstly, whole
panoramas can be stored together with their GPS location
on a server. If a user is close to a location with a refer-
enced panorama, that panorama is downloaded and tracking
continues directly from the stored panorama. In this way,
the panoramas form an image database used for locating the
device. Annotations, such as landmarks and tourist sights,
are stored within the panorama image, and can be rendered
in the video view. However, this mode requires the user
to stand very close to the same location as the original
panorama.

To overcome this limitation, we developed a different
approach [8]. Instead of storing a complete panorama with
several information items, all annotations are stored sepa-
rately. Together with an annotation, a small visual template
of the area surrounding the location in the panorama is
stored as well. Whenever a user browses annotations, a
new panorama is created on the fly. Any annotations stored
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R6?6)Figure 2. Angle to north estimated through sensor fusion. The visual
orientation tracker is not influenced by magnetic disturbances at frame #161,
while the magnetic compass deals with fast motions at frames #360 - #460.



Figure 3. Two views of annotations created in unknown environments.
(Left) instructions for a remote worker, (right) message left by a friend.

close to the user’s location are then downloaded together
with their visual templates. These templates are search for
in the new panorama and are located with NCC template
matching. Once such a template is located, the corresponding
annotation is displayed in the view.

III. MODELS

Models have many different uses in U-VR. Firstly, visual
tracking usually refers to a known model, either built on-
line with SLAM methods or created offline. Furthermore,
placement of annotations and virtual objects happens with
reference to known models of the environment. Within
unknown environments, different methods are required to
enable these functions.

A. Annotations

The first issue is to place and register virtual objects
within the unknown environment. Usually, placing 3D an-
notations in a video stream of a moving camera is not easy
for a combination of reasons. To place a virtual object in 3D
space the user has to specify 6 parameters with respect to a
given world frame. This can be accomplished either through
direct manipulation interfaces such as seen in CAD software,
or through specifying the location in multiple views to
triangulate the true pose [9], [10]. Both approaches are
severely hindered, if the user cannot control the viewpoint
of the camera to select appropriate views.

To simplify the creation of annotations in unknown envi-
ronments, we extended a state-of-the-art SLAM system to
support geometrical landmarks that represent more closely
the real world objects that are of interest to the user [11].
Instead of relying on fragile methods to select these geomet-
rical landmarks automatically, the user indicates interest by
placing an annotation on a feature which then is measured
and added to the model maintained by the system. Thus,
the presented system combines the complementary strengths
of a human operator, who understands a scene and can
make informed decisions about it, and a computer system
which performs accurate measurements beyond any human
capability. The result is a simple interface coupled with
accurate operation.

Figure 3 shows some example views from the application.
The highlight box and round texture geometry are applied

Interactive Model Reconstruction with User Guidance
Qi Pan∗ Gerhard Reitmayr† Tom W. Drummond‡
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1 INTRODUCTION

ProFORMA [2], an on-line reconstruction system for textured ob-
jects rotated by a user’s hand, can be coupled with augmented real-
ity (AR) to allow users to rapidly generate textured 3D models. We
demonstrate how the use of an overlaid mesh model and 3D arrow
can be used to assist the user in view planning, guiding the user to
collect new keyframes from desirable views. The method described
is particularly suited for use with AR headsets, providing guidance
with minimal user input and allowing in situ modelling using the
head-mounted camera (ProFORMA does not require a completely
stationary camera). See [2] for a full description of ProFORMA.

Fudano et al. [1] implement a guided reconstruction system re-
quiring fiducial markers and a white background, which limits us-
age environments. Views are restricted to a hemisphere, unlike Pro-
FORMA, which enables the entire object to be modelled.

2 VISUALISATION

Visualisation of the state of the partial model is provided in 2 forms
(Figure 1); a textured model (right) and a wire mesh and semi-
transparent overlay (left).

The textured model is displayed and updated to the live pose
of the object, although the orientation can also be manipulated us-
ing the mouse to view other parts of the model. This visualisation
method can be used to verify that the model is reconstructed and
textured correctly, and also to show faces of the object yet to be
seen (Figure 2). This method works very well when modelling on
a computer with a mouse, but for AR headsets, where minimal user
input is required, other methods (such as the use of an overlaid mesh
model and arrow) offer improved usability.

The wire mesh overlay is formed by back-projecting triangles
from the surface model onto the live video, making use of the cur-
rent pose obtained from the tracker. Each triangle is coloured 85%
transparent blue and rendered to take into account occlusion. This
form of visualisation is very useful for ensuring that the object is
being tracked correctly, as it becomes quickly apparent if tracking
is lost due to the wire mesh no longer lining up with the object.

3 USER FEEDBACK AND INTERACTION

Using the partial model generated from keyframes by the recon-
struction thread, the tracker provides a live pose for the object rel-
ative to the camera, allowing AR overlays to be applied. Based
on the state of the partial model, the user can be guided (using 3D
arrows) to provide new keyframes from desirable viewpoints. The
system models the amount of information obtained about the model
from different viewing directions explicitly and selects parts with
little or no information. Then it follows a set of heuristics to guide
the user towards presenting these parts to the camera.

∗e-mail: qp202 (at) cam.ac.uk
†e-mail: gr281 (at) cam.ac.uk
‡e-mail: twd20 (at) cam.ac.uk

Figure 1: View of actual user interface. Left: Live video with overlaid
object mesh and augmented arrow. Right: Textured model.

3.1 Viewpoint Uncertainty Icosahedron
We form a discretisation of the viewing sphere of an object, rep-
resenting it as an icosahedron placed at the object’s centre of mass
(Figure 2). This enables a score to be assigned to each face rep-
resenting the uncertainty of what the object looks like from the
direction of the face normal. High viewpoint uncertainty scores
represent orientations which should be visited (e.g. novel views),
whereas low viewpoint scores represent visited views. One factor
in computing the viewpoint uncertainty score is the normal direc-
tion of unseen faces. Unseen faces are surface triangles which are
not visible from ”good” viewing angles (±75◦) from any camera.
Consider a face F with unit normal nF and a Camera Ck with unit
z-axis vector zk pointing along the optical axis of the camera. The
set Funseen of unseen faces is then defined as:

Funseen := {F : nF · zk > −cos(75◦) ∀ Keyframes k}. (1)

A face of the icosahedron, I j, has its score S(I j) updated based
on the area of the unseen face, Area(F), and the value of the dot
product between nF , and the outward unit normal of I j, nI j .

∆S(I j)F =

�
2(nF ·nI j −0.5)Area(F) if nF ·nI j > 0.5

0 otherwise (2)

The camera orientation Rk at each keyframe k also affects the
viewpoint uncertainty score for a face of the icosahedron. The
change in score is based on the value of the dot product between
a unit vector in the camera’s z-axis, zk, and the outward unit normal
of the face of the isocahedron, nI j .

∆S(I j)k =

�
2(zk ·nI j +0.5) if zk ·nI j < −0.5

0 otherwise (3)

Finally, the score of a face I j is given by:

S(I j) = ∑
F∈Funseen

∆S(I j)F +∑
k

∆S(I j)k (4)

3.2 User Guidance
The uncertainty scores are calculated for each face of the icosahe-
dron once every new keyframe. The required rotation can then be
chosen based on the scores and indicated to the user. One method
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Figure 4. Reconstructing a model on the fly with ProForma. The system
shows the current partial reconstruction and provides hints to the user to
complete the model.

with a single click during the online operation of the
application. The SLAM system estimates the 3D location
of the underlying surfaces and provides an accurate location
for the annotation geometry.

B. Content creation

Similar methods can be employed to create virtual models
of real objects for the use in augmented reality applications.
In the ProForma system [12], we developed an online model
reconstruction system that uses AR overlays to guide the
user during the reconstruction process (see Figure 4). Online
reconstruction and space carving methods are used to track
corners and points on the object. The resulting model is
directly used to track the real object and also to provide
a preview of the reconstruction. In a next step, the virtual
model can be uploaded to a U-VR service and become part
of the user’s content library.

IV. CHALLENGES

The described work demonstrates the usefulness of online
reconstruction in various augmented reality and networked,
social VR applications. The ability to create environmental
models for localization and virtual models for AR content is
a necessary feature of any future networked U-VR system.
However, there are still open research challenges to be
addressed.

Sensor integration: Outdoor augmented reality typi-
cally relies on GPS, magnetic compass and inertial sensors
for estimating position and orientation of the user’s point of
view. These sensors can exhibit large errors depending on
the environment and transient disturbances. By combining
these robust and absolute, but noisy, sensors with an on-
line reconstruction system we can merge the relative, but
accurate measurements of the SLAM system with the noisy
global estimates. Efficient implementations of visual SLAM
for mobile and handheld devices and appropriate sensor
fusion models are investigated to achieve a more robust
outdoor localization

Enhanced visualization in unknown environments:
Advanced visualization in augmented reality requires a good
understanding of both the virtual and real parts of a scene.



To avoid visual artifacts due to color, texture and saliency
of the video background, good knowledge about the scene
is necessary to help choosing a good visualization tech-
nique. If a sufficiently accurate 3D model of the real scene
is available, correct occlusions, impostors for explosion
views and visual effects for X-ray visualization can be
rendered. However, in unknown environments most of the
direct approaches fall down, because no model is available.
Here on-line reconstruction of the unknown environment
can provide the required models on the fly. We propose
different approaches, ranging from simple 2D segmentation
of the scene, to sparse and dense 3D reconstruction of the
environment. In the 2D case, salient regions and different
appearance properties of the scene can be analyzed and used
in X-ray visualizations that depend on occluders and texture.
With 3D reconstruction, occlusions, shadows and lighting
effects between real and virtual objects can be accurately
simulated.

Interaction in unknown environments: On-line recon-
struction can also support user interfaces in unknown envi-
ronments by providing the necessary models for interaction
methods such as ray-picking or constrained interaction on
the fly. Furthermore, by identifying objects in the scene,
based on simple shapes, object detectors or through human
interaction, applications can provide specific interactions
with specific objects. For example, labels can be aligned
to distinct features such as windows and doors on a facade,
instead of just being placed parallel to the building wall.
Individual objects that are meaningful to the application can
be highlighted and made available for further interaction.

Semantic models: Future applications may require
more complex scene understanding than current SLAM
systems can provide. For example, only surface geometry
alone allows only for a static description of the scene.
Recognizing objects and independent parts of the scene
enables the application and the user to attach meaning to
these items. The user could interact with the application
through modifying the scene, instead of direct input through
a user interface.

V. CONCLUSION

The addition of simultaneous localization and mapping to
the toolbox of the AR systems engineer opens new possi-
bilities for ubiquitous and social AR applications. Through
combination with other sensors and tracking systems, clever
user interaction and systems design, online reconstruction
allows us to extend the scope of AR to any environment. In
this paper, we explored some of these directions and identi-
fied future research challenges. This is of particular interest
for networked and social applications as these will be used
in a casual way by many users in different environments.
Therefore, it will be a requirement for these applications to
be able to deal with unknown surroundings and to provide
users with tools to create annotations on the fly.
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